
Pro Series 
Snowmobile Cover

Installation Instructions

Thank you for purchasing a Skinz Protective Gear Snowmobile Cover. We believe this is the 
highest quality cover available today. This product is innovative due to its waterproof feature and its 
ability to stretch. Today’s snowmobiles differ so much in style, design, and are able to be customized 
which require a cover that can adapt to the changes in shape. This cover will shape according to your 
snowmobile and will look great when installed. Please review the following steps that will ensure long 
life and lasting results.

1. Always install the cover starting with the front skis. First, cover both front skis and arrange 
cover around snowmobile evenly. Drape down sides 
which will ready the cover to be stretched towards the 
rear.

2. Pull the cover over the rear bumper of the 
snowmobile by pulling on the rear nylon colored 
section of the cover. While pulling towards the rear, 

work the cover around 
windshield, bar ends, handlebars, etc, for fitting around rear bumper. On 
snowmobiles with riser bars or bar ends you may have to work the stretch 
portion of the cover towards the rear of the snowmobile. Do not continue to pull 
if the cover is hung up on handle bars or bar ends. Keep working the cover over 

obstacles towards the rear. After a couple of installations 
you will be a pro and will have learned your specific 
installation procedures.

3. After step 2 is complete, pull all around the cover to 
“balance out” the stretch all over the cover. Once this is 

complete, connect the 3 body straps and pull tight so cover 
pulls around and under snowmobile. You are ready for 
travel. Be sure to inspect the cover during travel and 
adjust/tighten if needed. If excessive flapping or cover 
begins to have trouble, remove and contact Skinz 
Protective Gear. 

4. Cover can be washed on gentle cycle in cold water and hang 
dry. There is a patch kit included with the cover. If you get a hole 
in it, follow the instructions to repair or re-enforce an area.

Info@SkinzProtectiveGear.com / Ph 320-243-8771

Important Note: The first fitting of the cover will seem very tight. 

Once the cover has been installed 2-3 times or has been towed behind

a vehicle, the cover will stretch slightly to a comfortable fit. 
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